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[09:22]
Reston: hello world...
[09:28] Matt_Serlin: hello wolrd
[09:29] Matt_Serlin: this is matt
[09:42] Matt_Serlin: we have a ton of mic hum like yesterday in the adobe connect
[09:43] Matt_Serlin: is verilan there?
[09:43] Matt_Serlin: the audio is having a problem on the adobe connect
[09:44] Matt_Serlin: there is a 60hz hum in the adobe connect
[09:44] Matt_Serlin: we hear but there is a yucky hum
[09:45] Matt_Serlin: we can hear you ... Corey there is a bad hum in the adobe connect feed
[09:46] Statton_Ham: Statton online from Reston
[09:47] Matt_Serlin: hi marika and corey there is a microphone hum 60hz in the adobe connect... it is
similar to the one in the main room yesterday
[09:47] Statton_Ham: Test test
[09:47] eckhaus: We are all here
[09:47] eckhaus: in Nairobi
[09:48] eckhaus: at least starting to fill up room
[09:48] eckhaus: How many registrars at pajama party?
[09:48] Statton_Ham: 7 now
[09:48] eckhaus: 7 people? or Registrars?
[09:48] Statton_Ham: 7 registrars
[09:49] Matt_Serlin: can you hear us talking in the room there from the phone bridge
[09:50] eckhaus: Who is there? can you let us know?

[09:50] Tony_Kirsch: Im here Jeff
[09:50] Statton_Ham: We can hear you guys
[09:51] eckhaus: Toe - Knee
[09:52] eckhaus: Is this coming through?
[09:52] Tony_Kirsch: yes mate
[09:53] Rreston: Hello from the Rr room in Reston
[09:53] eckhaus: thanks
[09:54] Statton_Ham: What a cute baby
[09:54] Tony_Kirsch: miracles can happen eh
[09:58] Matt_Serlin: technology working...love it
[09:58]
Reston: Reston testing...
[10:01] Statton_Ham: YMCA
[10:01]
Bladel: Bladel and James Bladel.
[10:04] eckhaus: New best story here. Someone's bags were held up in Paris. When they arrived here
in Nairobi all his pants were stolen
[10:04] Tony_Kirsch: tim cole?
[10:04] Jothan_Frak: wow that's a story
[10:04] eckhaus: he never wears pants anyway
[10:05] Matt_Serlin: assuming they were able to replace them...i hope anyway
[10:05] eckhaus: we are just waiting for a few people to settle in here then we will start
[10:09]
Sean: Marika_Konings: can you still see this?
[10:10] Matt_Serlin: yup...we can see
[10:11] Michele_Ney: morning
[10:11] Matt_Serlin: morning Michele
[10:12] Michele_Ney: looking for dialin numbers ..
[08:12] Matt_Serlin: i can forward
[10:12]
Sean: seeing double?
[10:12] Michele_Ney: I will be on the phone as soon as I can get in
[10:13] Marika_Koni: test
[10:13]
Sean: got it
[10:14] Michele_Ney: Michele Neylon - Blacknight
[10:14] Pam_Little: Pam Little, ICANN
[10:14] Gretchen_Ol: Gretchen Olive CSC Corporate Domains
[10:18] Jothan_Frak: me too
[10:24] James_Blade: Slides at:
http://docs.google.com/present/edit?id=0AWHc6OCksPGSZGhoY2I2NnRfNTloc3MzNWRmNw&hl=en
[10:25] Bob_Connell: Just testing,
[10:26] Bob_Connell: Very quiet here.
[10:26] eckhaus: thanks for your patience everyone
[10:27] Bob_Connell: Wow!
[10:29] eckhaus: thanks Bob
[10:34] jberryhill: IRT - 5 days notice sufficient for take-down / PEDNR 45 days notice insufficient for

expiration
[10:41] Michele_Ney: zomg - it's a blonde berryhill
[10:43] jberryhill: Settle down, tiger
[10:44] Michele_Ney: :)
[10:56] eckhaus: Applause here in Nairobi
[10:56] Statton_Ham: "GAC booted thugs"?
[10:58] Michele_Ney: great - I don't have a GAC rep :(
[11:00] Peter_Larse: michele: you may borrow mine
[11:01] Michele_Ney: peter - I don't speak Danish :)
[11:06] Matt_Mansel: Head of UK e-crime unit is awesome! Her team just drink tea all day and attend
Nominet / ICANN meetings. Therein lies the issue!
[11:06] Michele_Ney: Matt - she the one who was at Lords?
[11:08] Matt_Mansel: Yes, actually great offline from Lords, but the team were as you saw them!
[11:08] Michele_Ney: Matt - ok ..
[11:08] Michele_Ney: though why I'd be talking to UK police is another thing ..
[11:09] James_Blade: some people = transcripts. :)
[11:09] Michele_Ney: Would someone please remind SVG that he is French
[11:09] Michele_Ney: even if he is a plastic Frenchman
[11:10] Michele_Ney: //me ducks
[11:16]
Steve: Tim (Cole), Can you read this?
[11:22] PRNinc1301: test
[11:22] Nick_Ashton: Read 5x5
[11:22] Paul_Kelly: ...
[11:22] Michele_Ney: Nick - are you in the room?
[11:22] Nick_Ashton: I am :)
[11:22] Nick_Ashton: morning :)
[11:22] Michele_Ney: hi
[11:23] Nick_Ashton: Sorry if changing the chat module caused any grief
[11:23] Michele_Ney: so calling you names would be a bad idea I guess
[11:23] Nick_Ashton: we took advantage of the break to upgrade
[11:23] PRNinc_web: test from web chat
[11:23] Michele_Ney: though you've managed to rename me to a number
[11:23] Michele_Ney: *sigh*
[11:23] Nick_Ashton: well it depends upon whatn name you call me :)
[11:23] Nick_Ashton: the number ending is an automatic thing, it happens when you disconnect and
reconnect
[11:24] Paul_Kelly: michele: does /nick work? :)
[11:24] Michele_Ney: paul - no
[11:24] Mason_Cole: Test
[11:24] Paul_Kelly: ah well
[11:24] eckhaus416: see you Mason
[11:24] Michele_Ney: Paul - it's reasonably functional, but it won't take IRC command

[11:24] Michele_Ney: s
[11:25] Michele_Ney: FYI - Paul Kelly is Blacknight as well
[11:25] Paul_Kelly: oh am I?
[11:25] Nick_Ashton: FYI, you can also join these rooms using a full IRC client, connect to chat.icann.org
[11:25] Paul_Kelly: oh yeah.
[11:25] Paul_Kelly: ooh
[11:26] Peter_Larse: yes
[11:26] Nick_Ashton: I actually have all rooms logged in myself, in Babbel
[11:26] Paul_Kelly: nick: what room?
[11:26] Peter_Larse: and the room is #aderdene
[11:26]
czar: sorry.. its #aberdere
[11:26] Nick_Ashton: The room names in chat.icann.org are the same as the physical room names, and
the names of the AC rooms
[11:26] Michele_Ney: Nick - does that hook into this chat? or is it a separate thing?
[11:26] Nick_Ashton: I think I will make a blog post about this later
[11:26] Michele_Ney: ie. can Mason and co see people connected via IRC or not?
[11:27]
czar: if you can see me, yes
[11:27] Nick_Ashton: Yes it is directly connected to this chat, as is the low-bandwidth web chat client
from the agenda pages
[11:27] Michele_Ney: ah ok
[11:27] * czar = alterego for Peter_Larsen
[11:27] paul-39122: Michele_Neylon18194: I see you ;)
[11:27] Michele_Ney: ugh
[11:27] paul-39122: heh
[11:27] Michele_Ney: dude your office is beside mine
[11:28] paul-39122: yes yes
[11:28] Nick_Ashton: Our own Roman Pelikh, who is in the room right now, built this, as a way to
ensure that low-bandwidth users would be able to chat with everyone in the AC rooms
[11:28] Michele_Ney: If I stand up I see your red head
[11:30] eckhaus416: 2 minutes everyone
[11:30] eckhaus416: till we restart
[11:31] * paul-39122 wonders why chat.icann.org does have an AAAA record :/
[11:31] Michele_Ney: does or doesn't?
[11:31] paul-39122: doesn't even
[11:32] Michele_Ney: it's icann ..
[11:32] Michele_Ney: best not to ask
[11:32] Michele_Ney: damn
[11:32] Michele_Ney: it eats //
[11:34] paul-39122: audio going nuts...
[11:35] paul-39122: back again
[11:37] blacknight: hmmm
[11:44] James_Blade: Pls aim Jon at the mic. :)

[09:45] eckhaus416: he is inches away
[11:45] James_Blade: Wow, ok. thx.
[11:45] paulkelly: audio breaking up badly here :(
[11:45] paulkelly: Michele_Neylon18194: how's it for you?
[11:45]
Steve: Take the low bandwidth one. It's fine for me.
[11:49] Michele_Ney: paul - I'm dialed in - I'll send you the phone details via MSN or something
[12:07] Rick_Alfvin: NAH has indicated that the AC Chat interface will be upgraded during a break.
[12:08] James_Blade: diversity = consumer choice.
[12:09] Michele_Ney: she's being diplomatic
[12:09] Michele_Ney: some people in that group have zero concept of reality
[12:09] Paul_Diaz18: don't shoot the messenger
[12:10] Michele_Ney: Paul - I wouldn't
[12:10] Michele_Ney: Paul - her diplomacy is always amazing :)
[12:14] eckhaus416: Amazing how many bottles of water she is drinking
[12:14] Matt_Mansel: Completey agree and think that will help get some benefit out of the excerise for
RC members
[12:18] James_Blade: Amen, Michele. This is an area where we need the chair to speak up.
[12:22] James_Blade: Meant WG chair (Alan). Not Mason. :)
[12:23] Matt_Mansel: Would love too Michele! I struggle to work out how too! I tried once and got no
reply!
[12:23] James_Blade: Caffinated water? I would buy that.
[12:23] Michele_Ney: Matt - it's not rocket science - I'm on several WGs
[12:23] Michele_Ney: Matt - just ask Marika
[12:24] PRNinc1301: @ Rick_Alfvin_TECH this room does NOT need upgrade of the chat (it is the latest
already)
[12:24] Matt_Mansel: It is for my day I'm afraid! Will make more of an effort and get in touch with
Marika and yourself offline for some help if thats ok
[12:24] Michele_Ney: Matt - -please do
[12:25] Michele_Ney: Matt - there are more than 60 companies in the RC - only a small number weigh
in
[12:25] Michele_Ney: a very small number
[12:27] Michele_Ney: wrong slide on the screen people
[12:28] eckhaus416: No slide for this
[12:28] Michele_Ney: ah ok
[12:28] Matt_Mansel: In fairness, I think its hard for the smaller registrars to weigh in as they/we don't
have dedicated resource to alloate to it
[12:28] Marika_Koni: There are no slides for this update, the slides are there for the next topic
[12:28] Michele_Ney: Matt - and we're so massive?
[12:28] Matt_Mansel: But you don't sleep - exception to the rule!
[12:28] Michele_Ney: ROFL
[12:28] eckhaus416: Not sure many have a dedicated resource. Most have day jobs besides this
[12:29] Michele_Ney: dude - you can join a WG and just follow the mailing list and the recordings

[12:29] Matt_Mansel: I will do..
[12:29] Michele_Ney: you don't need to weigh in fulltime unless you want to
[12:29] Michele_Ney: Matt - more non-American registrars on calls would be welcome
[12:30] eckhaus416: especially ones with GAC reps
[12:30] eckhaus416: :-)
[12:30] Michele_Ney: for example
[12:30] Michele_Ney: though at least we have someone on the icann board ..
[12:30] Matt_Mansel: Jeff. Would be interested to find out how many do or at least have ICANN within
their official remit? If the hunch is right, in might help you to think of other ways to attact involvement
[12:32] James_Blade: Michele: Of course, those of us who do particpate probably don't serve the cause
of recruitment by whining about things like PENDR. Might be having the opposite effect. :)
[12:32] James_Blade: PEDNR is great! Free cookies every Tuesday!
[12:33] jberryhill: test
[12:33] Paul_Diaz18: @James, at least lots of bubbles...
[12:33] Michele_Ney: ROFL
[12:34] * blacknight slaps Michele_Neylon18194
[12:34] jberryhill: Michele, not now... behave
[12:47] James_Blade: Definitinos, but not study methodology.
[12:53] jberryhill: The one and only time anyone was interested in protecting registrant privacy is the
underlying study data here - only NORC can provide whois privacy
[12:54] James_Blade: Agree with Mr. Pesci.
[12:54] James_Blade: http://www.filmhobbit.com/images/news_img/1534/1534.jpg
[13:26] eckhaus: Is anyone at the pajama party snoring?
[13:26] eckhaus: can hear it on the line
[13:26] Michele_Ney: lol
[13:26] Peter_Larse: agree
[13:26] Peter_Larse: someone is
[13:30] Matt_Serlin: no on here
[13:30] Matt_Serlin: and we're on mute anyway
[13:32] Peter_Larse: well, it's gone now..
[13:39] Michele_Ney: dialling back in ..
[13:46] Michele_Ney: I'd concur with Krista - was expecting a llist
[14:46] Matt_Mansel: Here, here. VERY SENSIBLE and will make it bigger and better for all!
[14:47] Rob_Hall: I agree with Rod. The reality is applications will most likely only come in on the very
last day.
[14:47] Tony_Kirsch: Agreed. And i would think that only a small percentage of applications are public
now
[14:48] Rob_Hall: If you publish the EOI's as they come in, very few will apply before the last day.
[14:48] Jeffrey_Eck: Publishing EOI's as they come in is not on the table
[14:48] Jeffrey_Eck: and not an option
[14:48] Matt_Serlin: Disagree with Rod...when you have certain parties who are announcing things
outside of the actual process only leads to problems

[14:48] Matt_Serlin: and shouldn't be encouraged
[14:49] Rob_Hall: Matt: how do you stop that ? A company can announce at any time they have
applied. who cares ? I think they are crazy to announce ahead of time, as it lets others into the game
for the same string.
[14:49] Rob_Hall: They seem to forget that money wins here in most cases.
[14:50] Matt_Serlin: well true, but let's leave it up to the applicants...of course if they want to accounce
something they are free to do so
[14:50] Matt_Serlin: but shouldn't be encouraged to do so by the CEO
[14:50] Rob_Hall: fair enough.
[14:59] Jothan_Frak: honestly the concept of confidentiality is a two edged blade
[15:00] Michele_Ney: international ?
[15:00] Michele_Ney: *sigh*
[15:00] Jothan_Frak: oops wrong window, apologies
[15:00] Michele_Ney: Jothan - is your internet worlking?
[15:00] Jothan_Frak: rod, you can always do QVC as a hand model in case this gets boring
[15:00] Jeffrey_Eck: FYI - this chat is on the big screen here in the room
[15:00] Jeffrey_Eck: everyone can read
[15:01] Jothan_Frak: I would hope registrars can read :)
[15:01] Michele_Ney: :)
[15:01] Michele_Ney: Where is this tool??????
[15:01] Michele_Ney: So true - Digital Britain anyone?
[15:02] Jothan_Frak: is that chart available as a pdf somewhere?
[15:02] James_Blade: Getting that from politicians -within- ICANN as well.
[15:02] Jothan_Frak: we appreciate the organiztional efforts
[15:02] Statton_Ham: Thar statement is true. There is some potential scary legislation out there that
could affect what we do.
[15:02] Michele_Ney: Especially in EU countries
[15:03] Matt_Mansel: Digital Britain saga is a brilliant example! Politicians completeing misunderstandinng our industry
[15:03] Paul_Diaz18: And with the U.S. Federal Trade Commission
[15:04] Rob_Hall: Touchdown ?
[15:04] Jothan_Frak: Well, I do appreciate the way thngs like the IDN and outreach have happened to
elevate people's interest in figuring out what ICANN is
[15:04] Michele_Ney: time to order pizza I think
[15:05] Hirokatsu_O: I already did
[15:05] Michele_Ney: Hirokatsu - where are you? Japan? Nairobi? Australia?
[15:05] Hirokatsu_O: home
[15:05] Hirokatsu_O: Yokohama
[15:19] Statton_Ham: If I read this right- EOI opens in 2011?
[15:19] Jeffrey_Eck: No
[15:19] Statton_Ham: Ok. What's the earliest month?
[15:19] Jeffrey_Eck: Month 0 is Jan 1

[15:20] Jeffrey_Eck: or earlier
[15:20] Susan_Reyno: December I think
[15:23] jberryhill: Is there a question Kurt has not been asked by now?
[15:24] Jeffrey_Eck: exactly
[15:25] jberryhill: Unfortunate Pritz incident yesterday - http://www.twitpic.com/17ixpx
[15:25] jberryhill: When did Amadeu become a registrar?
[15:26] Michele_Ney: um that's a new one
[15:27] jberryhill: Nice to see he's gone slumming with us, though...
[15:28] Nick_Ashton: Afternoon/Morning/Evening everyone
[15:28] Nick_Ashton: stopping by to see how things are working :)
[15:28] Matt_Serlin: thanks Nick...things going well from here in Reston
[15:29] Nick_Ashton: Glad to hear it
[15:29] Matt_Serlin: and i believe Nairobi as well, but will defer to those on the ground there
[15:29] Matt_Serlin: and our other folks around the world
[15:30] Peter_Larse: jberryhill: core is a registrar?
[15:31] Rob_Hall: I don't agree that transfers are a bad thing. People sell companies all the time. Why
are we trying to handcuff a shareholder
[15:31] Nick_Ashton: alternating Q&A between local and remote goiing OK?
[15:31] Jeffrey_Eck: Agree, Rob
[15:31] Michele_Ney: Nick - works fine mostly
[15:31] Jeffrey_Eck: even though your double negative now confused me
[15:31] Jeffrey_Eck: I am OK with transfers
[15:32] Michele_Ney: Rob / Jeff - companies change hands etc., etc - don't see why it would be a big
deal
[15:32] Rob_Hall: I could see not allowing a company to transfer the actual EOI to another company,
but who cares about change of control of a company
[15:32] Rob_Hall: Let me assure you Curt, an aquisition registrar costs a hell of a lot more than that !
[15:34] Peter_Larse: .. icann's sign with the 3 years plan just dropped from the wall..
[15:35] James_Blade: Nick: Anything we can do to increase mic gain level a few clicks would be great.
[15:38] James_Blade: @Krista: You look like you just stepped off the Red Carpet in Hollywood.....
[15:48] Jeffrey_Eck: She still has Oscar fever
[15:49] jberryhill: I still want to know how to get the secret word list
[15:51] Krista_Papa: @James: Awww shucks. Thank you. We wear regular clothes to the meeting
here, instead of PJ's
[15:52] James_Blade: There's no cam in Reston. We're all in our bathrobes over here...
[15:52] jberryhill: I thought you brought snuggies
[15:52] Thomas_Barr: What's wrong with PJ's?
[15:53] Tim_Cole: nighties
[15:53] James_Blade: Not everyone can afford a snuggie...
[15:54] Krista_Papa: the rest of our room is wearing Joe Alagna's pants
[15:54] Thomas_Barr: Psych!
[15:55] Jothan_Frak: I thought Stephane sold Joe's pants to buy fancy glasses

[15:56] jberryhill: The dress code for the gala event is "smart casual or national dress"... Joe's national
dress is "no pants"
[15:59] Jeffrey_Eck: ICANN is having an auction on pants this week to raise funds
[16:08] Jothan_Frak: I'd like to express my interest in bidding
[16:12] Jeffrey_Eck: OK, who registered joespants.com?
[16:29] Michele_Ney: Pam was CCed on the email from David
[16:29] Michele_Ney: with the raw data on the transfers
[16:30] Bob_Connell: Are they allowed to use radar?
[16:31] Michele_Ney: what has radar got to do with anything?
[16:38]
melvis: omg, i'm the head on tims shoulder
[16:42] jberryhill: I thought he had a malignant growth there...
[16:45] James_Blade: "Tuffia" means "Closet" in Swahili
[16:46] Bob_Mountai: I thought it was Water Closet.
[16:47] Jeffrey_Eck: There is an Idi Amin suite here at KICC . we should have it there
[16:47] jberryhill: Meeting is in the third stall. Tap foot three times for admission
[16:47] Thomas_Barr: How much does it cost to exit?
[16:50] Tim_Cole: Thursday's Training Program Meeting: http://icann.na3.acrobat.com/taifa/
[16:50] Tim_Cole: 16:00 -17:30
[17:00] Matt_Serlin: everybody on the phone back?
[17:01] James_Blade: The TIm Channel is back on. I think I'll just DVR this episode
[17:13] Nick_Ashton: The audio stream is working
[17:13] Nick_Ashton: from the AC room
[17:49] Michele_Ney: Agreed with Rob
[17:50] Krista_Papa: not much restin' in Reston. you guys are troopers!
[17:51] Thomas_Barr: time for happy hour
[17:51] Michele_Ney: are we done?
[17:51] Tony_Kirsch: i think so
[17:51] Jeffrey_Eck: DONE
[17:51] Jeffrey_Eck: time for drinks
[17:51] Tony_Kirsch: enjoy my man, time for sleep here

